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It is proved that two different and independently derived integral representations of droplet size
distribution moments encountered in the literature are equivalent and, moreover, consistent with the
general dynamic equation that governs the droplet size distribution function. One of these
representations consists of an integral over the droplet radius while the other representation consists
of an integral over time. The proof is based on analytical solution of the general dynamic equation
in the absence of coagulation but in the presence of both growth and nucleation. The solution
derived is explicit in the droplet radius, which is in contrast with the literature where solutions are
presented along characteristics. This difference is essential for the equivalence proof. Both the case
of nonconvected vapor as well as the case of convected vapor are presented. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630052#

I. INTRODUCTION

Reported investigations with respect to nonequilibrium
condensation without coagulation in transonic nozzle
flows1–6 describe the liquid mass fraction, i.e., the ratio of
liquid mass per unit volume to the mass of the liquid-vapor
mixture per unit volume, in terms of an integral over time
containing both the droplet production rate and the droplet
growth rate in its integrand. In contrast, reported investiga-
tions with respect to aerosol dynamics describe the liquid
mass fraction in terms of an integral over the droplet radius,
see, e.g., Ref. 7, which contains the droplet size distribution
function in its integrand. These two different formulations
are not only observed for the liquid mass fraction that is
related to the number of droplets and the mean droplet vol-
ume, but also for the mean droplet radius and mean droplet
surface.

To the author’s knowledge, the time integral and the ra-
dius integral, respectively, have been formulated indepen-
dently. The time integral, on the one hand, has been derived
from physical reasoning in a very direct way, without em-
ploying a partial differential equation. The radius integral, on
the other hand, is actually a definition. This observation
gives rise to the following question: can it be proved that
both formulations are equivalent? It is our objective to pro-
vide such a proof.

Since the so-called general dynamic equation balances
the time and radius derivatives of the droplet size distribution
function with the nucleation and growth rates, it is natural
that equivalence of the two different integral formulations be
consistent with the general dynamic equation. We will show
that this is indeed the case. At first sight, it may seem not too
difficult a problem to provide the equivalence proof. We
have found, however, that it is necessary to obtain the ana-
lytical solution of the general dynamic equation as an ex-

plicit expression in terms of the droplet radius, which is not
trivial.

The paper is organized in the following way. First, the
investigated problem is formulated in detail and then it is
solved for two different cases: nonconvected vapor~at rest!
and convected vapor~a prescribed velocity field!. The solu-
tion of the nonconvected vapor case is illustrative and con-
tains all of the essential steps to be taken to solve the con-
vected vapor case. The solution of the convected vapor case
is slightly more complex and leads to detailed expressions
for the time integral formulation frequently encountered in
the literature.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The composition of a condensing vapor at a certain time
instantt in terms of the number of droplets per unit volume
and the distribution of these droplets over a range of radii is
conveniently described by the radius distribution function
f (r ,t). This function is defined such that for any givenr
.0 and t.0, the number of droplets per unit volume with
radii smaller thanr is given by

N~r ,t !5E
0

r

f ~r 8,t !dr8. ~1!

As a consequence the total number of droplets per unit vol-
ume at timet, denoted byN`(t), is given by

N`~ t ![N~`,t !5E
0

`

f ~r ,t !dr. ~2!

For an arbitrary functionc(r ) we consider its mean
value ^c&(t) in the following sense:

^c&~ t ![
1

N`~ t ! E0

`

c~r ! f ~r ,t !dr. ~3!
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We could, for example, takec(r )5r , which leads to the
mean droplet radius. Alternatively, we could takec(r )
54/3pr 3, which leads to the mean droplet volume when
spherical droplets are considered. Hence, the total volume
occupied by droplets per unit volume is

q~ t !5N`~ t !K 4

3
pr 3L ~ t !. ~4!

An alternative way to derive an expression forq(t) is to
consider the production rate of droplets per unit volume,
J(t), and the time history of droplets,r̄ (t;t8), which de-
scribes, for a droplet produced at production timet8, the
actual radius of that droplet at timet. With these two func-
tions it follows that the contributiondq(t) due to droplet
production in the time intervaldt8 is

dq~ t !5
4

3
p r̄ 3~ t;t8!J~ t8!dt8. ~5!

Hence, assuming that there are no droplets att50 and that
there is no coagulation, the total volume occupied by drop-
lets per unit volume at timet is

q~ t !5E
0

t 4

3
p r̄ 3~ t;t8!J~ t8!dt8. ~6!

Equations~4! and ~6! form two alternative expressions
for the functionq(t). The first expression, Eq.~4!, is a defi-
nition, while the second expression, Eq.~6!, has been derived
by physical reasoning. As stated in the Introduction, it is our
objective to prove that both expressions are equivalent and,
moreover, consistent with the so-called general dynamic
equation.

III. NONCONVECTED VAPOR

We start by considering a nonconvected vapor, i.e., a
vapor at rest. From mass conservation considerations it im-
mediately follows that the mass density in this case must be
constant with time:

]r

]t
50. ~7!

A. General dynamic equation

The distribution function satisfies the so-called general
dynamic equation,8,9 which, in the absence of coagulation,
can be written as

] f

]t
1

]

]r
~ ṙ f !5d~r 2r * !J. ~8!

Here ṙ (r ,t) is the growth rate~the radius increase per unit
time! of a droplet,J(t)[r Ĵ(t), with Ĵ(t) the specific nucle-
ation rate~the number of nuclei produced per unit mass, per
unit time!, andr is the mass density. Furthermore,r * (t) is
the critical radius, i.e., the radius of nuclei produced at pro-
duction timet, andd is the Dirac delta function. Physically,
Eq. ~8! expresses the balance between change in time of the
distribution function at the one hand and growth and nucle-
ation at the other hand.

At this stage we consider a number of alternative forms
of the general dynamic equation to prepare an analytical so-
lution of it. Since the mass density is constant, the division of
Eq. ~8! by r leads to

] f̂

]t
1

]

]r
~ ṙ f̂ !5d~r 2r * !Ĵ, ~9!

where f̂ [ f /r. Furthermore, we integrate Eq.~9! over r:

]N̂

]t
1~ ṙ f̂ !u0

r 5H~r 2r * !Ĵ, ~10!

where N̂[n/r and H is the Heaviside step function. Upon
assuming that

f ~0,t !50, ;t, ~11!

and recognizing from Eq.~2! that f̂ []N̂/]r in the distribu-
tional sense, we obtain from Eq.~10! an equation forN̂(r ,t):

]N̂

]t
1 ṙ

]N̂

]r
5H~r 2r * !Ĵ. ~12!

This equation expresses the balance between the time change
of the number of droplets per unit mass with radii smaller
than r on the one hand and growth and nucleation on the
other hand.

We now introduce a phase pathr̄ (t;t0), t>t0 , as the
solution of the following boundary value problem:

dr̄

dt
5 ṙ ~ r̄ ,t !, r̄ ~ t0 ;t0!5r * ~ t0!. ~13!

Hence,r̄ (t;t0) describes the time history of the radius of a
droplet that is produced at production timet0 and, in the
mathematical sense,r̄ (t;t0) represents a characteristic curve.

While noting that for (r ,t)5( r̄ ,t):

]N̂

]t
1 ṙ ~ r̄ ,t !

]N̂

]r
5

d

dt
N̂~ r̄ ,t !, ~14!

we apply Eq.~12! along the phase pathr̄ (t;t0), which leads
to

d

dt
N̂~ r̄ ,t !5H~ r̄ 2r * !Ĵ. ~15!

This equation expresses that the time increase of the number
of droplets per unit mass with radii smaller thanr̄ is equal to
the nucleation rate per unit mass whenr̄ .r * or zero when
r̄ ,r * . It is noted that, although growth is not present in Eq.
~15! explicitly, it is included implicitly through the definition
of the phase pathr̄ (t;t0). At this stage we are able to ana-
lytically construct the solution of the general dynamic equa-
tion, i.e., to determine the functionf (r ,t).

B. Analytical solution of the general dynamic
equation

Upon integration of the general dynamic equation in the
form of Eq. ~15! and assuming that the initial condition is

N̂~r ,0!5N̂0~r !, ~16!

with N̂0 a given function, we obtain
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N̂„r̄ ~ t;t0!,t…5N̂0„r̄ ~0;t0!…1E
0

t

H„r̄ ~ t8;t0!2r * ~ t8!…

3 Ĵ~ t8!dt8. ~17!

The objective is to construct an explicit expression for the
functionN̂(r ,t) in terms ofr andt. To meet this objective we
will advance the argument of the Heaviside step function in
the integrand of Eq.~17! in time from t8 to t. We start by
introducing a second phase pathr̄ (t;t8) while noting that

r̄ ~ t8;t8!5r * ~ t8!, ~18!

by definition, viz. Eq.~13!. Hence, two phase paths are in-
volved, which are both shown schematically in Fig. 1. We
will now show that two nonidentical phase paths cannot in-
tersect by a contradiction argument.

Suppose that two nonidentical phase paths do intersect,
then both paths are solutions of a boundary value problem
similar to Eq.~13! but with the boundary condition replaced
by the intersection point in terms of a radius and a time
instant. Since the functionṙ (r ,t) is considered single-valued,
however, the boundary value problem has a unique solution
and the two phase paths must be identical for all time in-
stants larger than in the intersection instant. Similar reason-
ing leads to the conclusion that the two phase paths must also
be identical for all time instants smaller than in the intersec-
tion instant. Hence, we have reached a contradiction and
have indeed proved that two nonidentical phase paths cannot
intersect.

It is noted that this result can also obtained in a more
general way by employing the integral formulation of Liou-
ville’s equation,10 which expresses the conservation of prob-
ability. Using the Liouville equation, one can show that if the
starting points of the two phase paths are not identical then
the probability to have an intersection point is identically
zero.

As a result of this observation, we deduce that if
r̄ (t8;t0).r * (t8)[ r̄ (t8;t8) then r̄ (t;t0). r̄ (t;t8) for all t. A
similar result holds for the, sign. As a consequence we may
write

H„r̄ ~ t8;t0!2r * ~ t8!…[H„r̄ ~ t;t0!2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…. ~19!

Upon substitution of this identity into Eq.~17!, we note that
the resulting integral does not contain the phase pathr̄ (t8;t0)
anymore, except for the two pointsr̄ (0;t0) and r̄ (t;t0). The
first point can be written as

r̄ ~0;t0!5r 0„r̄ ~ t;t0!,t…, ~20!

where the functionr 0(r ,t) represents backward time integra-
tion along the phase pathr̄ from t5t to t50 starting at
r̄ (t;t0). Therefore, writingr 5 r̄ (t;t0), we obtain

N̂~r ,t !5N̂0„r 0~r ,t !…1E
0

t

H„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ~ t8!dt8. ~21!

This equation has a very clear interpretation. The first term
on the right hand side represents, without nucleation, the
number of droplets with radii smaller thanr at timet, which
is equal to the number of droplets with radii smaller thanr 0

at time t50, which is a direct result of the fact that droplets
‘‘cannot pass’’ the phase path between (r 0,0) and (r ,t). The
second term on the right hand side represents the number of
nucleated droplets with radii smaller thanr at time t, as a
time integral of the nucleation termJ(t) multiplied by a
switch to select the droplets that remain small enough to fall
into the classN̂(r ,t).

Hence, we indeed have obtained an explicit expression
of N̂(r ,t) in terms of r and t. It is noted, however, that in
contrast to Eq.~17! where one single phase pathr̄ (t8;t0) is
used, Eq.~21! requires a range of such phase pathsr̄ (t;t8),
with 0<t8<t. The analytical solution of the general dy-
namic equation in terms of the distribution function is readily
obtained from Eq.~21! by differentiation with respect tor
and multiplication byr:

f ~r ,t !5 f 0„r 0~r ,t !…
]r 0

]r
~r ,t !

1E
0

t

d„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8, ~22!

where the functionf 0(r ) is defined as

f 0~r ![
dN0

dr
, N0~r !5rN̂0~r !. ~23!

When one substitutes the analytical solution, Eq.~22!,
into the general dynamic equation, Eq.~8!, for verification
purposes, it is worthwhile to note that the following compat-
ibility condition holds:

]

]t
r 0~r ,t !52 ṙ ~r ,t !

]

]r
r 0~r ,t !. ~24!

This condition reflects that, when the end point (r ,t) of the
phase path starting in„r 0(r ,t),0… is varied along the phase
path, the starting point is independent of this variation, i.e.,

dr5 ṙ dt⇒dr05
]r 0

]t
dt1

]r 0

]r
dr50. ~25!

The analytical solution in the form of Eq.~22! can be
related to existing literature on the subject by distinguishing
between the two terms on the right-hand side.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~22!,

FIG. 1. Two nonintersecting phase paths in the (r ,t) plane for the noncon-
vected vapor case.
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f 0„r 0~r ,t !…
]r 0

]r
~r ,t !, ~26!

is a generalization of the analytic solution obtained for the
case without nucleation in Refs. 11 and 12. When we adopt
the assumption made in Ref. 11 that the growth rate function
ṙ (r ,t) can be written as

ṙ ~r ,t !5R~r !T~ t !, ~27!

then, employing the phase path definition Eq.~13!, it is easy
to show that the functionr 0(r ,t) is implicitly defined by

E
0

r 0~r ,t ! dr8

R~r 8!
5E

0

r dr8

R~r 8!
2E

0

t

T~ t8!dt8, ~28!

which is an explicit form of the condition mentioned in Ref.
12. The differentiation of Eq.~28! with respect tor leads to

]r 0

]r
~r ,t !5

R„r 0~r ,t !…

R~r !
, ~29!

which, upon substitution into expression~26!, leads to the
analytic solution presented in Refs. 11 and 12.

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~22!,

E
0

t

d„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8, ~30!

can be shown to be identical to

1

m~ t;t0!
E

0

t

m~ t8;t0!d„r̄ ~ t8;t0!2r * ~ t8!…J~ t8!dt8,

r̄ ~ t;t0!5r , ~31!

which is the exact solution that is obtained in Refs. 13, 14,
and 15. Herem(t;t0) is the so-called integrating factor:16

m~ t;t0![expE
0

t ] ṙ

]r
„r̄ ~ t8;t0!,t8…dt8. ~32!

The identity of expressions~30! and ~31!, however, is not
trivial. First we note that

d„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…5
]

]r
H„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…

5
]

]r
H„r̄ ~ t8;t0!2r * ~ t8!…

5
]

]r E0

r̄~ t8;t0!
d„r̄ 2r * ~ t8!…dr̃

5d„r̄ ~ t8;t0!2r * ~ t8!…
] r̄ ~ t8;t0!

]r
, ~33!

where it is understood thatt0 is determined byr 5 r̄ (t;t0).
Second, we employ a differential equation that is related

to the Reynolds’ transport theorem of fluid mechanics. The
differential equation indicated expresses the time derivative
of the Jacobian of the transformation from material coordi-
nates~initial coordinates of fluid particles! to spatial coordi-
nates~actual coordinates of fluid particles! as the product of
the divergence of the velocity field and the Jacobian.17 In our

case,r acts as the material coordinate,r̄ acts as the spatial
coordinate,ṙ acts as the velocity field, and] ṙ /]r acts as the
divergence of the velocity field. As a result, the differential
equation indicated becomes

]

]t8 S ] r̄ ~ t8;t0!

]r D5
] ṙ

]r
„r̄ ~ t8;t0!,t8…

] r̄ ~ t8;t0!

]r
. ~34!

The solution of this differential equation gives

] r̄ ~ t8;t0!

]r
5

m~ t8;t0!

m~ t;t0!
. ~35!

The substitution of Eq.~33! and Eq.~35! into expression~30!
shows the identity of expressions~30! and ~31!.

Finally, it is noted that the present solution route via a
solution of the preintegrated form of the general dynamic
equation, viz. Eq.~12!, directly leads to expression~30!,
which is explicit in terms ofr. This is a necessary condition
since we need to integratef (r ,t) with respect tor in Sec.
III C. In contrast, the conventional solution route via solution
of the original general dynamic equation, Eq.~8!, leads to
expression~31!, which is not explicit in terms ofr.

C. Equivalence result for nonconvected vapor

Our objective is to represent the mean value of a func-
tion c(r ) defined by Eq.~3! by an equivalent integral overt
under the condition that the vapor is initially free of droplets,
i.e., N050 ~and hencef 050). Substitution of the analytical
solution, Eq.~22!, for f (r ,t) into Eq. ~3! leads to

N`~ t !^c&~ t !5E
0

`

c~r !E
0

t

d„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8 dr.

~36!

The functionc(r ) can be put under the time integral, and
subsequently the order of integration can be exchanged. Fi-
nally, by employing the delta function property, we obtain

^c&~ t !5
1

N`~ t ! E0

t

c„r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8. ~37!

Hence, the equivalence of the radius integral formulation,
Eq. ~3!, and the time integral formulation, Eq.~37!, has been
proved:

E
0

`

c~r ! f ~r ,t !dr5E
0

t

c„r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8. ~38!

D. Specific choices for c„r …

1. Unity: c(r)Ä1

With this choice, Eq.~38! imediately leads to

N`~ t !5E
0

t

J~ t8!dt8, ~39!

which expresses that the number of droplets per unit volume
is equal to the integral over time of the nucleation rate.
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2. Dirac delta function: c„r …Äd„r 0Àr …

With this choice, Eq.~38! leads to

f ~r 0 ,t !5E
0

t

d„r 02 r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8, ~40!

which is just Eq.~22!.

3. Heaviside step function: c„r …ÄH„r 0Àr …

With this choice, Eq.~38! leads to

N~r 0 ,t !5E
0

t

H„r 02 r̄ ~ t;t8!…J~ t8!dt8, ~41!

which is just Eq.~21! multiplied by r.

4. kth moment: c„r …Är k

With this choice, Eq.~38! leads to

N`~ t !^r k&~ t !5E
0

`

r kf ~r ,t !dr5E
0

t

r̄ k~ t;t8!J~ t8!dt8.

~42!

The quantityN`(t)^r k&(t) is commonly referred to as the
‘‘ kth moment of the distribution function.’’ The establish-
ment of Eq.~42! is, in fact, the motivation for the present
paper; the radius integral is used within investigations with
respect to aerosol dynamics, while the time integral is used
within investigations with respect to nonequilibrium conden-
sation in transonic nozzle flows. The specific choicek53
directly leads to the equivalence of expressions~4! and ~6!.

E. Time derivative of N`„t …Šc‹„t …

The derivative ofN`(t)^c&(t) with respect tot, with
c(r )5r k, is frequently used within the so-called ‘‘method of
moments’’ to establish a closed set of ordinary differential
equations to be solved in time for the moments^r k&(t). We
will derive the time derivative ofN`(t)^c&(t), with c(r )
arbitrary, and show how both the radius integral formulation
and the time integral formulation lead to the same result, as
must be expected.

We start by differentiating the radius integral Eq.~3!:

d

dt
N`~ t !^c&~ t !5E

0

`

c~r !
] f

]t
dr. ~43!

By employing the general dynamic equation, Eq.~8!, the
integral can be written as

E
0

`

c~r !H d~r 2r * !J2
]

]r
~ ṙ f !J dr, ~44!

which, upon partial integration and using

f ~0,t !5 f ~`,t !50, ~45!

leads to

d

dt
N`~ t !^c&~ t !5c~r * !J1N`~ t !K ṙ

dc

dr L ~ t !. ~46!

Alternatively, one can differentiate the time integral, Eq.
~37!:

d

dt
N`~ t !^c&~ t !5c„r̄ ~ t;t !…J1E

0

t dc

dr
~ r̄ !

dr̄

dt
J dt8, ~47!

where r̄ in the integrand representsr̄ (t;t8).
Sincedr̄/dt5 ṙ ( r̄ ,t), viz. Eq. ~13!, and

E
0

t dc

dr
~ r̄ ! ṙ ~ r̄ ,t !J dt85N`~ t !K dc

dr
ṙ L ~ t !, ~48!

which follows from the equivalence result, viz. Eq.~38!, we
again obtain Eq.~46! from Eq. ~47!. This concludes the de-
velopments for the nonconvected vapor case.

IV. CONVECTED VAPOR

We will now extend the obtained results to the case of
convected vapor. In contrast to the case of nonconvected
vapor, the mass density is not a constant. Instead, we have to
satisfy the mass conservation law forr(x,t):

]r

]t
1

]

]xj
~ruj !50, ~49!

where we use the summation convention and whereu(x,t)
represents the velocity field.

A. General dynamic equation

We start by extending the general dynamic equation, Eq.
~8!, to account for convection. The distribution function in
this case is not only function of radius and time, but also a
function of the spatial coordinatex.

Furthermoref (r ,x,t) is defined such that for any given
r .0, x and t.0, the number of droplets per unit volume
with radii smaller thanr is given by

N~r ,x,t !5E
0

r

f ~r 8,x,t !dr8. ~50!

The general dynamic equation, in the absence of coagulation,
can be written as8,9

] f

]t
1

]

]r
~ ṙ f !1

]

]xj
~uj f !5d~r 2r * !J. ~51!

Here both the growth rateṙ (r ,x,t), the nucleation rate
J(x,t), and the critical radiusr * (x,t) are functions of the
spatial coordinate as well. The nucleation rate is defined as
J(x,t)[r(x,t) Ĵ(x,t), whereĴ(x,t) is the specific nucleation
rate. Physically, Eq.~51! expresses the balance between the
change in time of the distribution function on the one hand
and growth, convection, and nucleation on the other hand.

Similar to the situation of a nonconvected vapor we con-
sider a number of alternative forms of the general dynamic
equation to prepare an analytical solution of it. Writingf
[r f̂ in Eq. ~51! and then using Eq.~49! leads to

] f̂

]t
1

]

]r
~ ṙ f̂ !1uj

] f̂

]xj
5d~r 2r * !Ĵ. ~52!

We integrate Eq.~52! over r:

]N̂

]t
1~ ṙ f̂ !u0

r 1uj

]N̂

]xj
5H~r 2r * !Ĵ, ~53!
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where againN̂[N/r. Upon assuming that

f ~0,x,t !50, ;x,t, ~54!

and recognizing from Eq.~50! that f̂ []N̂/]r in the distribu-
tional sense, we obtain from Eq.~53! an equation for
N̂(r ,x,t):

]N̂

]t
1 ṙ

]N̂

]r
1uj

]N̂

]xj
5H~r 2r * !Ĵ. ~55!

This equation expresses the balance between the time change
of the number of droplets per unit mass with radii smaller
than r on the one hand and growth, convection, and nucle-
ation on the other hand.

Up to this stage, the developments are fully similar to
the case of nonconvected vapor. In defining a phase path,
however, things become slightly more complex, in the sense
that it consists of four variables instead of one. In addition,
we prefer to use a slightly more general definition of the
phase path in view of developments described below. We
define a phase path in terms of a set of four functions: the
radius coordinater̄ (t;t1 ,x0 ,t0) and the spatial coordinates
x̄(t;x0 ,t0), defined as the solution of the following two
coupled boundary value problems:

dx̄

dt
5u~ x̄,t !, x̄~ t0 ;x0 ,t0!5x0 , ~56!

and

dr̄

dt
5 ṙ ~ r̄ ,x̄,t !, r̄ ~ t1 ;t1 ,x0 ,t0!5r * „x̄~ t1 ;x0 ,t0!,t1….

~57!

Hence,r̄ describes the time evolution of the radius of a drop-
let produced att5t1 , while x̄ describes the time evolution of
the position of that droplet including the point (x0 ,t0); see
the illustration in Fig. 2. It is noted that the functionx̄ is
defined not only fort>t0 but also fort,t0 , which is con-
venient in a later stage.

While noting that for (r ,x,t)5( r̄ ,x̄,t):

]N̂

]t
1 ṙ

]N̂

]r
1uj

]N̂

]xj
5

d

dt
N̂~ r̄ ,x̄,t !, ~58!

we apply Eq.~55! along the phase path (r̄ ,x̄), which leads to

d

dt
N̂~ r̄ ,x̄,t !5H„r̄ 2r * ~ x̄,t !…Ĵ~ x̄,t !. ~59!

This equation expresses that the time increase of the number
of droplets per unit mass with radii smaller thanr̄ is equal to
the nucleation rate per unit mass whenr̄ .r * or zero when
r̄ ,r * . At this stage we are able to analytically construct the
solution of the general dynamic equation, i.e., to determine
the functionf (r ,x,t).

B. Analytical solution of the general dynamic
equation

Upon time integration of the general dynamic equation
in the form of Eq.~59! while assuming that

N̂~r ,x,0!50, ;r ,x, ~60!

we obtain

N̂„r̄ ~ t !,x̄~ t !,t…5E
0

t

H~ r̄ ~ t8!2r * „x̄~ t8!,t8…!

3 Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8, ~61!

where we have abreviatedr̄ (t;t1 ,x0 ,t0) as r̄ (t) and
x̄(t;x0 ,t0) as x̄(t). Similar to the nonconvected vapor case
we want to construct an explicit expression for the function
N̂(r ,x,t) in terms ofr, x and t.

To this end, we consider a set of two phase paths defined
as„r̄ (t;t1 ,x0 ,t0),x̄(t;x0 ,t0)… and„r̄ (t;t2 ,x0 ,t0),x̄(t;x0 ,t0)…,
of which projections onto the (r ,t) plane and thex space are
shown schematically in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. A
similar reasoning as is presented for the nonconvected vapor
case leads to the conclusion that the two phase paths consid-
ered cannot intersect. Since the projections of the two phase
paths onto thex space are coinciding, see Fig. 4, this means
that r̄ (t;t1 ,x0 ,t0)Þ r̄ (t;t2 ,x0 ,t0) for all t.

With this information we inspect the argument of the
Heaviside step function in Eq.~61! and advance it in time
from t8 to t, knowing that the sign of it is invariant under this
operation. First, we advancer̄ (t8), or equivalently
r̄ (t8;t1 ,x0 ,t0), in time to r̄ (t;t1 ,x0 ,t0). As a consequence,
only this single point of the phase pathr̄ (t8) occurs in Eq.

FIG. 2. An illustration of the phase path definition for the convected vapor
case.

FIG. 3. Two phase paths projected onto the (r ,t) plane for the convected
vapor case.
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~61!, and we may simply writer 5 r̄ (t;t1 ,x0 ,t0) instead. Sec-
ond, we advancer * „x̄(t8),t8… in time to r̄ (t;t8,x0 ,t0), which
we write as r̄ (t;t8) for simplicity. Furthermore, we may
chooset05t and x05x, yielding x̄(t)5x. The substitution
of these expressions into Eq.~61! then leads to

N̂~r ,x,t !5E
0

t

H„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8, ~62!

with

x̄~ t8!ª x̄~ t8;x,t !,
~63!

r̄ ~ t;t8!ª r̄ ~ t;t8,x,t !.

Differentiation of this equation with respect tor and multi-
plication withr(x,t) finally gives the explicit expression for
the distribution function:

f ~r ,x,t !5r~x,t !E
0

t

d„r 2 r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8. ~64!

This expression is very similar to the one obtained for non-
convected vapor, Eq.~22!, although there are two differ-
ences. First the time integral represents traveling with the
vapor and, second, the dependency of the mass density along
the phase paths is included.

C. Equivalence result for convected vapor

For convected vapor the mean value of a functionc(r )
is defined as

^c&~x,t ![
1

N`~x,t ! E0

`

c~r ! f ~r ,x,t !dr, ~65!

where the number densityN`(x,t) is defined as

N`~x,t ![N~`,x,t !. ~66!

The substitution of Eq.~64! as the analytical solution of
f (r ,x,t) into Eq. ~65! and the reversed order of integration
leads to

^c&~x,t !5
r~x,t !

N`~x,t ! E0

t

c„r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8. ~67!

A comparison of Eq.~65! and Eq.~67! yields the equivalence
result:

E
0

`

c~r ! f ~r ,x,t !dr5r~x,t !E
0

t

c„r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8,

~68!

which can be written more compactly:

E
0

`

c~r ! f̂ ~r ,x,t !dr5E
0

t

c„r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8. ~69!

D. Specific choices for c„r …

1. Unity: c(r)Ä1

With this choice, Eq.~69! imediately leads to

N̂`~x,t !5E
0

t

Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8, ~70!

which expresses that the number of droplets per unit mass is
equal to the integral over time of the specific nucleation rate
while traveling with the vapor.

2. Dirac delta function: c„r …Äd„r 0Àr …

With this choice, Eq.~69! leads to

f̂ ~r 0 ,x,t !5E
0

t

d„r 02 r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8, ~71!

which is just Eq.~64!.

3. Heaviside step function: c„r …ÄH„r 0Àr …

With this choice, Eq.~69! leads to

N̂~r 0 ,x,t !5E
0

t

H„r 02 r̄ ~ t;t8!…Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8, ~72!

which is just Eq.~62!.

4. kth moment: c„r …Är k

With this choice, Eq.~69! leads to

E
0

`

r k f̂ ~r ,x,t !dr5E
0

t

r̄ k~ t;t8!Ĵ„x̄~ t8!,t8…dt8. ~73!

E. Material time derivative of N`„x, t …Šc‹„x, t …

Finally, we develop an expression for the so-called ma-
terial time derivative ofN`(x,t)^c&(x,t). The material time
derivative is defined by means of the following differential
operator:

D

Dt
[

]

]t
1uj

]

]xj
. ~74!

We evaluate

D

Dt
N`~x,t !^c&~x,t !5E

0

`

c~r !
D

Dt
f ~r ,x,t !dr. ~75!

By employing the general dynamic equation, Eq.~51!, the
integral can be written as

FIG. 4. Two phase paths projected onto thex space for the convected vapor
case, showing coinciding projections.
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E
0

`

c~r !H d~r 2r * !J2
]

]r
~ ṙ f !J dr, ~76!

which, upon partial differentiation and using

f ~0,x,t !5 f ~`,x,t !50, ~77!

leads to

D

Dt
N`~x,t !^c&~x,t !5c~r * !J1N`~x,t !K ṙ

dc

dr L ~x,t !,

~78!

which is completely similar to Eq.~46!.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

It has been proved that two different integral representa-
tions of droplet distribution moments reported in the litera-
ture are equivalent and, moreover, consistent with the gen-
eral dynamic equation.

The underlying key element of the proof consists of ana-
lytical solution of the general dynamic equation in the form
of an explicit expression of the droplet size distribution func-
tion in terms of an integral over time, involving phase paths
~growth and convection! on the one hand and droplet pro-
duction ~nucleation! on the other hand.

The obtained analytical solution has the following prop-
erties.

~1! It includes a generalization of an existing analytical so-
lution for the case without nucleation.

~2! It is in agreement with the existing analytical solution for
the case with nucleation.

~3! It is derived from the preintegrated general dynamic
equation instead of the general dynamic equation itself.

~4! It is explicit in terms of the droplet radius, in contrast to
existing analytical solutions.

Both the nonconvected vapor case and the convected
vapor case have been presented, leading to detailed expres-
sions of the time integral representation of the distribution
moments.

It is noted that droplet removal due to evaporation is not
included in the present investigation. It is expected, however,
that the integral equivalence still holds for the case that drop-

let removal is included and that a proof can be obtained,
employing a procedure similar to the one employed in the
present investigation.
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